16.12.2021
via Zoom – only with prior registration

INVITATION-ONLY MEETING

Monitoring progress on long-term climate targets and strategies
Existing national systems and technical concepts for tracking net zero
A virtual expert conversation
16 December 2021 from 10:00 – 12:00 CET
Measuring progress towards long-term climate targets needs new monitoring systems
Existing EU and national monitoring systems are largely designed to keep track of progress towards shortterm climate and energy goals, e.g., for 2030. The most important progress indicators used are the targets
themselves, measured as level of emissions or the share of renewable energy – which require relatively
little data to know whether a country is on target or not.
Getting a sense of actual progress towards long-term goals such as climate neutrality needs a different
approach. This requires information on whether the underlying structural change is happening, in sectors
and across them. Is the roll-out of electrification infrastructure happening fast enough? Are agricultural
practices changing? Is the level of investment in clean energy sufficient? Are just transition policies
working? What is the renovation rate in private buildings? Without data on such “below the surface”
dynamics, progress towards climate neutrality cannot be measured.
This workshop will show what an assessment framework based on net zero indicators could look like. It
will also present experience from national systems that are tracking structural change and monitor
progress in enabling conditions. We hope for a productive exchange on how such indicators can and
should be considered in the drafting of long-term strategies and how they might be deployed in
monitoring their implementation.
Agenda
10:00 10:15

Welcome, tour de table, ground rules and agenda. Moderator: Matthias Duwe (Ecologic Institute)
Measuring progress towards climate neutrality: a proposal for net zero indicators

10:15 10:40

•

Eike Velten, Senior Fellow (Ecologic Institute) & Nicolas Berghmanns, Research Fellow (IDDRI)

Presentation followed by questions and answers. Publication: https://www.ecologic.eu/18153
10:40 11:00
11:00 11:05

Monitoring in practice: the Dutch system for tracking structural change
•

Martijn Verdonck, Senior advisor at the Netherlands Enterprise Agency (RVO)

Coffee and comfort break

11:05 11:20

National experience with transformative indicator sets: the case of France

11:20 11:55

Open plenary: other national experiences and integration in LTS development and implementation

11:55 12:00

Wrap up and outlook on future workshops

•

Speaker tbc

Opportunity for additional sharing of experiences and insights from Climate Recon 2050 partners

The event will not be recorded and is subject to the Chatham House rule, as are all closed Climate Recon 2050 meetings.

